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_University:~ink~ _funds to
Florida Sinkhole lnStitute
~

•

.

.

.

· <;Jnly sinkhole institute in nation falls ·vicitm to budget ax
Florida each year.
Dr. Frank.Juge, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs,
UCF's Florida Sinkhole Re-. said although the institute is
search Institute; the only one in closing, operations concerning
the United States, is .t he latest sinkholes will continue in the
College of Engineeijng.
victim of budget cutbacks.
Dr. Barry Beck, former direc~eek said a copy of the
tor of the institute., said _the institute's data base will go on
institute's yearly budget was file in the library and another
$25-0,000, half of which came copy will probably go to the
from UCF.1'heremaindercarne Florida Geological Survey in
from grants, research contracts, Tallahassee.
and private studies.
Juge said the budget cutbacks
"It was a tough situation. forced several programs to be
The university simply needed cut.
"We made some staff reducthe money to teach classes," Beck
tions in areas such as graduate
said.
According to Beck, several studies and extended studies.
hundred new sinkholes occur in Programs had to be.cut as well,"
by Cindy Barth
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Juge said. ''The Legislature cut .
$2 million, yet we had to teach
the same things as before but
with less money."
·
Beck said the institute's data
base has information on more
than 1, 700 sinkhole collapses
that have occurred in Florida
over the last 20 to 30 years.
"I think we've had a significant impact. The work we've
done and the articles we>ve published have been disseminated
nationally and internationally.
They've made ari impact on how
well people understand the sinkhole process," Beck said.
Although activities are windSINKHOLE continued page 4

•

NO - NOT ME!
Comedian Jordan Brady pulls Laura DiGise from the audience durinQ his Tuesday night performnce. (Jim FergusonrrcFFJ

.130 students pick up

petitions for senate
Chri~sMar1in, SGpublic relations director, described the interest as unreal. He said "no
'
SG senate elections have one should go .unopposed.''
sparked an interest in students
Jason DiBona, student body
this year.
president,.saidheispleased with
• '-..--/' Monday; Aug. 26~ was the the increased number of petifirst day for students to pick up tions. During his first ter-m of
petitionsforsenatorial pbsitions. presidency he was faced with
By Wednesday, SG had distrib-. having to appoint a number of
uted 116 petitions to hopeful people to senate seats.
student senators. By Friday, the
number was 130.
SENATE continued page 5

by Rebecca Falc_on
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Free safety Penn Holsapple and strong safety Eric Buckley wrap up Troy State fullback
David McCombs. See game story on page 24 (Charles K. MorrowrrcFFJ

SG scoffs at price tag, results of PSE·student stnVey of opinio~
by Bill Cushing

•

ZIP-LOCK

The results and ptjce tag of a Pi Sigma Epsilon poll
kicked off a controversy in Student Go.vernment.
When Kimberly Chase, PSE's co-director of the
survey, presented the results to members of SG, the
biggest item on everyone's mind seemed to be the
price tag.
The projeet, a "Survey of Student Opinions and
Attitudes at the University of Central Florida," was
requested by former student body president Jeff
Laing to measure the extent to which SG served the
needs and interests of the student body.
A similar survey had been conducted in 1988.

comparison to the one of 1988.
Chase, calling it a re-ev{l-luative survey, said that
then. Also, the survey had been done over the sum- the repetition of the questions was necessary.
''The hope of this was to see where you'd gone," said
mer term, a time when the campus has fewer stuGail Zank, a profossor of marketing and advisor to
dents present.
The idea was executed late January of1990, when UCF's PSE chapter.
''This survey didn't tell me something I didn't
the project was turned over to PSE.
The resulting questionnaire was presented to a already know," sajd Jason DiBona, student body
random sampling of students during the Spring term president. He said that he first thought the sample of
300 respondents was low, although he added, "It does
ofl991.
help
to see (things) in a statistical format."
Final results were submitted to SG on May 24 .
Zank sees this as a case of blaming the messenger
C~ase spoke to senate members during their final
for the message. She said that outsi~e research firms
session, Aug. 25. ,
Sen. Carl Scussel, college of engineering, raised
objections to the "mimicking'' of the new survey in
SG continued page 4
However, SG felt it should conduct a new survey

becaus~ of the major change.s1n growth at UCF since
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Campus Crime
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Student fondled
• crowded library
.m
years old, with a medium
build (about 180-190 pounds)
and sandy brown hair. He
A UCF student filed a was wearing white shorts
charge of battery after she and a solid pink shortwas fondled by a stranger in sleeved button-down shirt.
the library last Tuesday.
The victim said that alThe victim was studying though she is always
in the library and had her guard against such possible
head down on her desk when encounters, the incident took
she thought she felt _someone her completely by surprise .
touch her, according to the
"I had no idea," she said.
police report. She kept he·r ''The library was crowed and
head on the table and turned I was not in a secluded area.
and saw a man sitting in the I wasn't wearing anything
cubicle next to her reach over tight-fitting or anythingtha t
and touch her breast. ~
would have led someone into
When she told the man to doing somelhing like that to
get away from her, he put on me," she said.
a pair of glasses, made an exThe victim also said that
clamatory comment and left.
if the same thing happens to
Thesuspect_wasdescribed _ anyone else, 't he victim
as a white male, about 35-40 should report it to the police:
by Sandra

Pe~icini
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Students swipe stickers .
to save cents for school

0

Decals dissapear from campus cars
by Sandra Pedicini

_to their car run the risk of
havingthei·r stickers sto1en.
'I'hP.y have tO r>ay' the foll
Drivers, beware: the ex- price for another one.
One of the victims, Chrispense of your parking decal
makes it a valuable
· tina Tichenor, said
commodity, one
puttinghersticker
that's been a target
on a dirty bumper
of thieves on cammay have made it
pus.
easier to remove.
Rather than pay
However,shesaid,
the money for a
"I think it was stoparkingdeca1, some
len the day after I
people have chosen to peel got it. I think maybe right
the stickers from other afteryouputitonit'salittle
people's automobiles and use easier to get it off."
them as their own.
In addition to her decal
"There are people who being stolen, the side, hood
aren't going to buy a decal and back of her car were
when they can steal yours," · keyed. Damages were estisaid Sgt. SandraMcClendon, mated at $500.
director of UCF crime preAs the semester goes on 1
vention.
. the number of incidents deBut like other crimes, this creases, McClendon said.
one can be prevented with a "Itslowsdowntothepointof
little caution.
one every ·so often."
"Ifthey're put on properly,
Last year The Central
[and then] are taken off, they Florida Future got about 40
police reports of students
rip," she said.
Students who put their reporting their parking
parking decals on wetordirty stickers stolen at the
bumpers or do not make sure begining of fall and spring
the decal is.securely attac~ ed semesters.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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News Bits
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CLEAN-UP
UCF College Demo_crtats sponsoreda Wekiva Cleanup on Aug. 31. They spent the
day cleaning up trash from the Wekiva River and State.Park. (Michaer oeHoogrrcFFJ

Student meal ·cards now good
for 11lllch at Wild Pizza, Oasis
by Jennifer Jurek
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students can use their cash equivalencymeal
cards to pay for their lunches at The Wild Pizza
and The Tropical Oasis.
At one time, students with meal cards could
only buy breakfast and dinner at these two oncampus restaurants. 1
Students of the food committee organized the
change last year. At the beginning of this year,
student body president and head of the food
committee, Jason DiBona, tackled the issue.
"I think eating in the cafeteria is limiting as to
thechoiceoffoodonehasandisalsoverycrowded,"
said Jason DiBona.
All campus food is provided by Marriott. The
company wanted to make students more aware

of the different food places and give them more
c.hoices of where and when to eat.
Marriott, therefore, changed their policy.
"I think they are changing as far as the service to
the students go," DiBona said.
He also said that this change is increasing the
amount of students buying meals on campus.
"The new change is beneficial to the students. Now they have more variety other than
the bland cafeteria food," said freshman Tony
Arias.
"It was an effort to make the meal card more·
flexible," DiBona said.
Students also get a free boooklet of food coupons, the amount depending on what size foodplan
the student gets.
The coupons can be-used at any restaurant on
campus also.

See ·n ews
.

'

.

_happening
Then call ,
The Central
Florida Future
at
UCF·NEWS.
From anywhere in the world
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SINKHOLE
FROM PAGE 1

ing down , Beck remains optimistic.
"I'm very hopeful that next
spring in the legislative ses.sion
there will be some legislation
passed to make a permanent
place and funding base for the
institute," Beck said. ''There's
really no one who does similar
'.ype work virtually anywhere in
the country."
·
The institute was founded in
1982 after the collapse of the
Winter Park sinkhole. Many of
the authorities and professionals involved saw the need for a
research jnstitute which would
keep data on sinkholes, prov1de
information to the pablic and
engineers and conduct research
on lessenmg the problem.
The stat~ university system

asked for proposa1s from different universities to host the institute, and UCF was chosen.
Beck became the director of
the institute and was joined by
nine other staff members, including two geologists and five
student assistants.
·Beck explained the cause of
sinkholes.
"The basic underlying cause
is the myriads ofh oles that have
been dissolved in the limestone/'
Beck said.
On top of the limestone are
layers of clay (whi ch plug the
holes) and sand. Rainwater percolates down to the clay and
very slowly seeps through to
recharge the aquifer.
·
"Periodically, this clay gets
washed loose, and once it's gone,
· the loose sand funnels down
quickly and you get a sinkhole
on the surface," Beck said.

SG
FROM PAGE 1_

run in to similar situations. The chapter)s
priority throughout the proj ~ct was to do
its job professionally, she said.
"You do an objective study and you get
the findings as they occll!','' she said.
"Sometimes organizations hope for other
findings, but good research reports objective information."
Vv1li1e Senate President Pro Tempe
David Mann said the survey was a source
for "plenty of w~rkable information to go
on," be questioned the $2,400 price tag.
Zank, however, said that a similar
project would cost a minimum of$10,000
from any professional.firm.
Chase said that, for the students involved, "it was labor intensive," and that
none of the members involved were paid

•
•

CATCH
UCF students participated in the 10th annual Sinkhole City Classic Ultimate Frisbee Toumamen,t. Fifteen teams were in the competition. See story on page 23. (Charles K. MorrowrrcFF)

for their work. The chapter did it for the
practical experience.
Chase said students spent more than
350 hours on preliminary design and
consultation, COI11puter coding and analysis and write-up; along with the actual
time spent recrillting respondents.
''We did everything: printing, binding
and distribution," she said.
Additionally, the information had to
be collated on a particular program,
which, according to computer services,
· costs. $6 per minute to format on its
mainframe.
The survey consisted offive variables.
These items were listed as:
•Awareness ofSG.
• Student needs in areas that SG bas
influence.
...
• Satisfaction with SG performance.
• General image of SG.

• Characteristics ofrespondents.
These main categories were broken
down further according to programs,
procedures and services, as well as being
sub-divided into areas of need, such as
academic, social or facility.
Students who responded listed their
highest priorities as a well .equipped
and accessible computer room and competitive pricing at the university's bookstore. Social activities ranked as a lower
priority.
.
Because of students tendency to prioritize academic needs over social activities, Chase .told members ofSGthat the
intent to satisfyupperclassstudents was
"very critical."
She also noted the need to target
specific groups, citing that one of the
complaints lodged again.s t SG by respondents was that it "did _not i:epre-

sent a good cross-section of the student
body."
Although there was a greater degree
of satisfaction with SG among students
who were familiar with it or were new to
UCF, Chase said that, according to the
results, ''The more important the service
was, the less satisfied they were."
"We are going to address everything
in it," DiBona said.
He recognized that UCF students are
genera1iy oider as wen as being commuters which accounts for their greater interest in scholastic priorities.
He said he and the rest ofSG will use
the survey as a base for information and
a means to better communications between SG and students.
Chris Marlin, public relations director for SG, said SG has already reacted
to the survey.

DOING TAXES CAN MAKE ~ .
YOU FEEL GREAT. ESPECIALLY WHEN
THEY'RE SOMEONE ·ELSE'S.

If you have a basic aptitude for math need help doing their taxes. 80 ,000
. nd the desire to help others, you can
people already have. Join them.
get a lot of satisfaction by volunteering
To find out about the free IRS train·
your time and skills to people who
ing program , call 1-800-424-'1040 now.
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Freshmen awarded
more than $1 miDion
by Jennifer Schutte

•

•

•
•

•

freshman class, as opposed to
four last year. This brings the
university's total to 51.
A group on campus has
Also receiving scholarships
earned over $1 million in schol- areonesemi-fina1istand23comarships. Who could it be? The mended scholars.
freshmen, of course.
The National Merit ScholarThis year the newly estab- ship Corporation also sponsors
lished Office of Recruitment the National Achievement
awarded a record amount of an Scholarship Program for Outestimated$1,077,750to452first standing Negro Students.
time freshmen.
This year UCFisgainingtwo
The office is a subdivision. of National Achievement Finalists
the Registrar's Office, specializ- and six commendees, compared
irigm increasingthe enrollment to only two last year. From the
of first time freshmen.
National Hispanic competition,
Two assistan t directors, UCF is receiving one finalist
Georgette Edmondson-Wright, and eight semi-finalists. Four
former assistant director of ad- were in attendance the previous
missions for Rollins College and year.
.
Susan McKinnon, former senior
Other major schplarship winassistant director of admissions ners among the freshman class
for the University of Massachu- include 61 Florida academic
setts at Amherst, run the office. scholars and 3 25 minority schol'We try to attract National ars.
This overall amount is
Merit, National Achievement ''by far the greatest in the hisand National Hispanic Schol- tory of the university," said
ars to campus," McKinnon said. McKinnon. "This is certrun]y
Twenty-five National Merit SOJ!1ething we can all be proud
Finalists enrolled in the neyv of."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

He wants to do his taxes but h~ finds
it too difficult to hold a pem;il.
Without your help, h~ may not be able
to do them.
Almost ~verybody has to file taxes, but not
everyone can do it on their own-. Volunteer and
help make someone's taxes less taxing. Call

1800 424-1040.
A Public Service of This Pubhcation &

•

,

~!~

Internal~

Revenue
Service

SEEING D'OUBl:;E
Hospitality major Laja Gass, l8, and surgical nursing major Lakeychia George, 18, make a
fun flic~ Friday at the SCA.. The event wa.s sponsored by CAB. (Charles K. Morrow/fCFFT
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Let me teach you a few tricks! ~
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Enroll now in on-campus bridge lessons. Want
•
: to have fun? We'll give you a hand! Bridge is both
: challenging and entertaining at every level. Have a
: good time while you -improve judgment, concentration,
: and memory.
:
Materials for the Ame1ican Contract Bridge
: League's eight lessons are specially prepared to have
: you playing the game after the first class.
:
At the end of the series, the graduates will receive
: special CBLS T-shirts. And, everyone that plays in the
:· tournament will become a charter member of our cam.
: pus bridge club.
•
Now's the time to learn to play bridge. It's an
•
•• education that lasts a lifetime.

.•

.

.

• Tuesdays & Thursdays• 12-1 pm• Sept. 10th-Nov. 7th• Student Center Room 211
• Sign up at the Student Center main desk for the Beginning Club Series. IIU° ®mrH£
•
Also, sign up now for intermediate classes to be offered at a future date.
•
For more information call 823-2611.
•

•
•
•
•
•
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
·:

.•
•
•
••

.•
•
•
••
•

•
•
•
Lessons are for students. Faculty, staff and spouses will be included if space permits.
••
•
••
Funded by the American Contract Bridge League Educational Foundation
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

•
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SENATE
FROM PAGE 1
-----------

"I'm seeing a greater awareness and a greater interest in
Student Government," DiBona
said.
He said he wants to see a
more active senate voted in
and hopes that senators will
become involved in a more active dialogue with their indi~vidual co Hege constituencies.
He is considering a constituency requirement of this year's
senate, he said.

"I think it'~ initially educa.. tion of senators," he said. "If
.theycomeinbe1ievingtheyhave ·
responsibility, statutory responsibility, it'll be in their mindset.'~
DiBona said he would like to
see the senators establish direct
contact with the students they
represent, either by mail, phone
or "stuff like that."
"Even ifwe could get 10 sen a:.
tors to do that, go that far, (it)
would be an accomphshtnent,"
he said .
Petitions for senate can be
picked up in the SG office and
must be submitted by Sept.5.
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UCF, NTSC sign agreement·
to share people, facilities
by Cindy Barth
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

···

UCF and the Naval Training
Systems Center signed a nocost Resource and Facilities
Sharing Agreement on Aug. 2in
the office of interim President
Robert Bryan.
The agreement includes the
sharing of professional human
resources and physical plant
facilities. The first stage is a
human resources exchange with
the College of Engineering.
Dr. Gene Lee, assistant professor in the UCF industrial
engineering department, will
work at NTSC to provide scientific and technical assistance in
research and development in the
area.of human factors. This includes work in performance
measurement, man-machine
interface design, training effectiveness evaluation and system

operability.
As a resource exchange, Dr.
Frank Sammer of the NTSC
System Design Branch will
teach two courses each semester in the engineering technology department. He will teach
'feedback controls at the UCF
main campus and numerical
methods at the Brevard campus.
Capt. Ernest Lewis of NTSC
said, "I think the agreement will
allow us to make steady progress
together."
Future plans include deve1opmentofcourses thatcan bet.aught
by UCF within the NTSC to improve skill levels, sharing computer hardware and software, a
direct link fortransmission oftraining courses and sharing expertise
to assist research efforts.
The NTSC is located in the
Central Florida Research Park
next to UCF.

SKI-FEN SE
C::C>LL~G7E

Doug Lyons and Jerry Stiggens are two of the' Ski Boys cheering for Bob Spitulski and Lee
Si~iewski of the defense. Last year, they were called Giacone's Gumbas. (Charles K. MorrowfTCFFJ
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Every issue examines the extraordinary side
of campus life.
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We're alwaysglad
to get a response from
ourreaders.
Write to usat:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando, Florida, 328 17

For further information visit UCFCo1nputer Sales
Office in·our new location next to the Biology·Building
Open 9-; Mon - F~i
or call Michael Priden1ore at 823-5434
0 1991 Apple Compu1cr, Inc.•~pplc, 1he Apple logo, l.Jscrll:"ri1cr. M:Kintosh. S1yfcll:'n1t·r. and "The po<''Cr 10 be rour bcs1 - arc regiSlcrctl 1radcmarks of Apple Compu1cr. Inc
Cbssic is a regis1cred 1radcimrk IKcnscd 1a A"'pplc Compu1cr, lnr.
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~:..SoitPC®,

tis.·

SoftPC® from Insignia Solutions, Inc.,_can rl)n IBM and.MS·nos compatible software in a window on your Macintosh.
It m~kes· your Mac work twice as hard for you.
For a limited time*, the UC,:F Computer Store -is offering

•

The Power to~ your rest .

•
· e

UCF Computer Store
Mon-Thurs: 8:30am to S:OOpm
Fri: 8:30am to 4:00pm
(407) 823-5434
•otter effective August 1.5 through October 1, 1991 or while limned supplies last. Limit one free SoftPC package per customer. Offer good on the purchase of the Macintosh LC only.
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SoftPC is a registered trademark of Insignia Solutions, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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American education ·
1-epresents lost hope
_. for the U.S. student
s the school year begins, so does the focus of
those in school .o r those with children in
school. No, it is not what the latest fashions
are for the younger set. It is also not what lunch
box to buy, but rather it is what kind of education
is being offered Florida is a sad state.
The gentle reader may be now asking themselves, Why? Why does the author accuse Florida
of bemg .in a downcast state?'
,
· To this the response is, . becau~e America's
ideals have been t.osscd t.o the wayside, along with
the student. In fact, the normal student has been
replaced with the upkeep of deviants. Because of
the need for more jails and social programs, the
Florida-e ducation system has received nothing for
the up and coming school year.
Last year, the United States military in Europe
received three times the funding of education. It is
very nice that we protect others rights, b~t wouldn't
it be equally as satisfying to create a literate
homefront? Perhaps the military would be so kind
as to come into the schools to teach military history
or 'How the US rules the World,' then some of the
funding could be put back into the system.
Perhaps if the explanation is put a little closer
to home, the problem can be better understood.
Last spring, Tallahassee turned over the Writing
Enhancement Mandate for the state of Florida This
made the Writing Enhancement Program a voluntary progranl for schools. One positive thing that the
program did was to cap classes. The Seminole County
schools droppedthe Writing Enhancement Program
with the loss of funding. Now, English classes are
rising. to totals of 45 students per class..
Writing Enhancement i:epresents only one loss
to Seminole county. The.re are 2,000 more students and not one cent more for the upcoming
school year. Seminole County is in the top 10 as far
as growth, but is 65th out of 67 as far as funding.
Florida represents the highest growth in the
country, but is getting n<;> more funding for new
· students. Why?
·
The gentle reader could now ask, 'But what
about Impact fees, aren't they helping?' (Impact
fees are the fees attached to new housing).
To be honest, all money helps, but Impact fees
areonlyus~dfor building. Itis awfully nice to have
a place to hold class, but you must have someone
hi teach. Because of the disorganization at Tallahassee, building for schools is .calculated at current population standards. This means if they do
a survey for a new school, they don't take into
- account the new students who may be moving into
the area during the construction process. For
example, Stenstrom Elementary in Oviedo was
finished a year ago. On opening day, portables had
to be put up to handle the new students, Oviedo
has a steady growth rate, ifthe planners had taken
this into account, then constant construction.
wouldn't be needed.
So ask yourself, gentle reader, where is
America going? Definitely not t() college. Although funding for the u~versity system.is not
any better. If any of you ' have noticed larger
attendance in your coll~ge classes it isn't because the beach doesn't thrill, it's because the
classes are bigger.
It is time to redefine the goals of t~s country.
One goal that needs to added to th~ list( or put back
on) is to educate, to educate all, equally and with
quality in mind. As it is 9ften said 'A mind is
terrible thing to waste,' unfortunately it is too
often wasted.
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New life fo a .s tagnated leadership;or
Democrats faced with impossibility
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
t~nlymake~perfe.ctsens~ho_wnoo!1eintheirri.g~t

I

mmd would3ump mto a smking ship. That logic 1s
in no greater precedence than with the expected
front-running Democratic presidential hopefuls of '92.
As the Democratic hopefuls lie low,duckingthecurrent
flying success of Bush, Democratic party leadership is
on the demise and passing, if even there- at all.
As mandated by national schedule, ayearfrom now both
the Democratic and Republican conventions will be over
and the inevitable race for the White House on. We should
all be excited about electing our presidents, but a year from
now, theremightnotbejustenough caffeine in the world to
keep us awake. This is a time when Dem0<;rats should
consolidate, streamline and give a rebirth to their party.
The first step in giving new life to a stagnated party
would be to get a couple ofparty petunias out ofthe way,
by forcing them to run in '92. Jessie Jackson for Prez,
and his running-mate sidekick, Teddy Kennedy,_would
be the pair. By giving Je!)sie a last chance, the party
would get rid of The ·Reverend, who is accused by his
own ofgumming up the works ofthe1ast two elections. By
standingTeddyalongsideTheReverendfor V.P., they could
say they've done all they could to salvage him, and thus,
send a long time embarrassment into exodus.

Ifthat seems little to preposterous, than how about the
pessibility ofthe Democrats not running a candidate at all,
or at least not in the honest sense. Contrary to their
congressional record, the Democrats could demonstrate to
the American public that they can actually exist within a
budget By saving all campaign morfey for another day
(96), they could show America they have the potential for
fiscal responsibility.and economic plarming.
In the meantime, Democratic authority should tighten
its grips on the free lance players (Gore, Biden and Coumo),
pull them out of view, and use them as a base of indirect
supportforanewlineofcandidates. Thegroomingofanew,
young line of candidates with moderately conservative
fronts would give the Democrats a booming image to last at .
least a decade.
·
Sounds a1l fine and dapdy, right? Well, it is in a w'ay.
The democrats have done it before. The 19.50s ~were a
timeofgreatbu1lclingin this nation. Under Eisenhower,
military strength, education, prosperity and a growing
G.N.P. flourished. John Kennedys legitimate claim in
wanting to b~come president was not made by discrediting the Eisenhower/Nixon administration of the fifties, but by simply saying he could do a better job.
It seems pretty sure our popular presidential Republican leadership will inevitably last through the mid
90s, and perhaps round out this century. But the
.
Democrats, employing a little prudence and careful
though, could invest in the long-run, giving a rebirth to
their withering leadership and someday possibly hold
the White House reigns once again.

Drivers duel to survive in UCF 500
Nick COnte ·
. . CAMPUS.COMMENYARY
elcome to the fastest, most dangerous motor
sporting event in North America, The U niver,-·
sity of Central Florida 500.
The race consists of two events. The first is a 50 mph
sprint into the university's parking lot.
The second part consists of actually fmding a parking spot and wedging your automobile into it. Extra
points are awarded to driver's who can invent new ways
of parking their machines without getting a citation
from the Neo-Nazi bike cops. ·
Parking and frustration have become ·synonymous
on the UCF campus. What's being done to remedy this
situation? (Since I am not in charge of parking, I leave
this Space blank in hopes some fat cat in the executive
office wili have the guts to answer the question).
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You can spot the rookie drivers immediately. Most
have that "where the heck am I" look on their faces, and
a pension for parking in the same spot they used during
orientation. But the rookies are the leaders hands
down for the most inventive angel, parking in the dirt.
Your dirty drivers-are a small but nasty minority.
They like to cruise in and out of various parking lots
just waiting to po'unce on the first opening possible,
even if it's a fire lane. Do not attempt to cut off these
auto sharks or you could lose your bumper as well as
your temper.
The type B drivers tend to park as far as they can
away from the campus and walk. Sometimes you can
catch them sunning themselves on a fold-up chair or
having brunch in the front seat of their car.
As a seasoned driver in this race, I can tell you the
pointisnottowin or show, but to get your machine into
a parking spot without murdering your fellow d1i'vers.
That in itselfis a major feat for anyone who is forced to
· drive in this futile race for space.
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Sandra Pediclnl, Joelle Suboumt

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual colurmist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration, or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and indude the
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Book banning

a tale of misguided parental concerns ·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Roy Fuoco

•

•
•.

•

·B

SEEING THE LIGHT

ooks on the shelves of school libraries have some
parents seeing red, some of whom don't want to,
which draws the wrath of others. Confused?
Well, this simple tale concerns the adventures of a
vocal, concerned group promoting censorship whether
they want to call it that or not.
Yes, book banning, which should be a rare news
issue, has again made the news. Normally, it would be
appropriate to take the time and listen to advocates of
outrageous positions such as book banning, to see if
they may have a worthy point worth discussing. But
when a story like _Little Red Riding Hood is on these
people's hit list, then it's obvious any shred ofrational
thinking nas left their minds.
They object to Little Red Riding Hood because her
mother puts some wine in her basket:Well this piqued
my curiosity and sent me searching for the _story. I
found some interesting fact~. Charles Perault's origi-

nal version in 1697hasnomention of wine. The Grimm
brothers' first version ·of the story in 1812 has our redcapped girl carrying wine, but the story was called
Little Red Cap. How many of those woefully misguide
~
souls know that fact?
Other works challenged include John Steinbeck's
The Red Pony and The Grapes of Wrath, Mark Twain's
Adventures ofHuckleoerry Finn and Tom Sawyer, and
Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary. The dictionary
is on the list because there is profanity in the book.
People, if someone is looking u2 some profanity in the
dictionary, they already know the damned word. '
Casesinvolvingcensorshipabound. In Middleton, Idaho,
a parent objected to a teacher assigning the Catcher in the
:Rye (characters used religion and questioned religion).
In Inverness County last year, an elementary teacher
assigned a project based on Joyce Kilmer's poem Trees,
the poem being many young student's first introduction to poetry. Someone on the school board objected
and the project was· scrapped. The objection - the
words breast and bosom were in the po@m. Well, if
that's the case then scrap the bible. Bosom and breast
are used in that sinful book.

. The two groups quoted in a recent Associated Press
story are People for the American Way and Concerned
Women ofAmerica The latter accuses th~ former ofbeing
"outside the American mainstream and totally out oftouch
withparents."Who'soutoftouch .with whom. Ireal1ydon't
think mainstream Americans want to be associated with
Adolph Hitler and Joseph Stalin-two ofhistory's biggest
offenders of censorship.
Now these groups who get involved with book banning will claim that they only want to promote positive
values. Fine, do it within your family but don't force
your values on oth_ers. Those Middleton, Idaho parents
had every right to say they did pot want their child to
read that book. But the parent had no right to force that
value judgement on the rest the children.
And they make the problem worse by misreading many
books' messages. For example, Huckleberry Finn is objected to because the word nigger is in it. They miss the
point. Th·e book exposes racism, it doesn't promote it.
If Concerned Women of America is concerned about
anything, it should be concerned about their own closeminds. What is or should be mainstream America, is
exposure to a wide variety of books and ideas .
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Nature slowly takes over yards as ants.collSume nlliChineij
\,... '.':

which has two main characters: Bill, who is
responsible for working on the car ; a nd Sal,
who is responsible for giving you a dramatic
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
account of what was wrong.
"At first we thought it was (something)," Sal
told me, when it was all over. "But when we
ecently I had to pay several hundred
tried to (something) the (something), all we
dollars to get my car started, and do
got
was (something)! Can·you believe it?"
you want to know why? Nature, that's
I assured him.
"No,"
why. It's getting out of control.
/
"So
then,"-said
Sal, starting to gesture, "we
Now before I get a lot of angry mail on
t~sted the (something), but ... "
recycled paper, let me stress that, generally,
He continued for 10 minutes, attracting a
I'm in favor of nature . I'm even in favor of
sma11 but appreciative audience. Finally, he
- scary nature such as snakes, because I know
reached the crucial dramatic moment, where
that snakes play a vital role in the ecosystem
Bill narrowed the problem down to a key car
(specifically, the role of Bo0nga The Demon
part,
called the "something." Carefully, Bill
Creature).
removed this part. Slowly, he opened it up.
But nature should stay in its proper conAnd there, inside, he found: ants.
text. For example, the proper context for
Yes, An ant squadron was living in my car
snakes is Asia. A snake should not be in your
part
and EATING THE WIRES. I am not
;y:ard unless it has your written permission. A
making
this up. _
snake should DEFINITELY not be climbing
"Oh
yes,"
said Sal. "Ants will° eat your wires.''.
your trees, although this is exactly what one
. This gave me a terriblefeelingofthe what the
was doing outside my window.a few days ago.
. French call deja _vu, meaning ''big insect
I looked out and there it was, going straight
trouble." Because just a month earlier, the
up the trunk, looking casual, Mr. Cool-Blooded.water in our house stopped running, and a
It was impres~ive. I'm always amazed that
paid professional plumber came out and inSnakes Can move On the ground, Without arms
<Sl1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
formed u·s that-I am still not making this up
or legs. You try lying on your stomach and
All Rights Reserved ·
moving forward by writhing. My friend Buzz Burger less, the dogs would.have spotted it instantly. Zippy, - there were ANTS IN OUR WATER SWITCH.
This is what I mean by nature getti~g out ofhand.
did this for an hour at the ·MacPhersons' 1977 New ' for example, goes into a violent barking rage whenIt's
not NATURAL for ants to eat car and pump parts.
Year's Eve Party and never got out of the kitchen. ·- ever he notices the swimming pool chlorine dis·
Ants
should eat the foods provided by the ecosystem,
N evertheless I was alarmed to see the snake, penser. This is a small, benign plastic object that
because according to top snake scientists, there's only floats in the pool and has never made a hostile move such as dropped Milk Duds. Something is wrong.
And here's another scary but absolutely true fact:
one known scientific reason why a snake would go up in its life. But Zippy is convinced that it's a malignant
a tree, namely, so it can leap ont o your head and entity,justwaitingfortherightmomenttolungeout Lately I've noticed ants going into the paper slot of
strangle you.
of the water,. "Jaws" - like., and dispense lethal doses MY COMPUTER'S LASER PRINTER. Ask yourself:
What natural business would ants have with a laser?
This particular snake had been watching me for of chlorine all over its helpless victims.
I tr-i~d to notify the dogs about the snake. "Look!" You can bet whatever they're up to, it's not a benefit
several days. I'd seen it on the lawn earlier when I
was Ol,lt with my two dogs, Earn est an~ Zippy, who I said, pointing. "A snake!" This caused the dogs to to mankind, not after all the stuff WE'VE sprayed on
.
·
were trotting in front, looking alert and vigilant, alertly trot over and !?niff my finger in case there was them. ·
So
I'm
worried.
I'm
worried
in
my
car;
I'm worried
providing protection. The snake was holding very peanut butter on it. The snake, COJ?.tinuing to hold
and
above
all
I'm
worried
wh
en I cross
in
my
house;
still, which is a ploy that a snake will use to fool the still, was watching all this, thinking: "This pe~son
niy yard. I'm afraid that one day I'll disappear , an d
observer into thinking that it's a harmless object, will be EASY to strangle."
such as a garden hose, or a snake made out of rubber.
So now I find myself glancing up nervously when- the police will search my property, and all they'll fi nd
This ploy is effective only if the obser ver has the IQ of ever I walk across my yard. I'm thinking maybe I will be a snake who obviously just ate. a large meal .
a breath mint, so it worked perfectly on my dogs, who should carry an open umbrella at all time, as a Snake and is pre.tending to be a really fat garden h ose; and
yi gila~tly trotted right past the §nake. Earnest ac~uDeflector . But that is n~t my point. By-now you haye m_ayhe . some gl9wi:ng ants ;munching on, say, the
ally stepped over part of the snake.
forgotten my point, which involves my car. One day it _ microwave oven; and of course._Zippy, .Mr. Vigilant,
Of course if the snake h ad been something harm- wouldn't start, and it_had to be towed to our garage, barking at the chlorine dispenser.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Congratulations to new Tau Pledges.
1st Brother meeting Tuesday 6-9pm
SCA. Saturday- Pledge Ropes Retreat.
Congratulations to all other fraternities
for placing second during Rush. ATO :
Worth the Obsession... Because Not All
Men Were Created Equal. TBMT

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Excellence speaks for itself PIKA has
the #1 Pledge Class AGAIN! Thanks to
Z-Bob, Melissa, Kristen, Emily, Dawn,
Sarah, Misty, Susan, and all the other
girls who r;nade rush kick! Special thanks
-to Covergirl Jeanne T. Nice job Jason
and committee especially Rainman! PIK!;
football gearing up for a winning season.
Brothers &pledges Southern Gents coming soon. C-YA!
PHI DELTA THETA
Con'grats to ournew members. You made
the right choice. BBQ Darts. Service
Project - Wed.-Thurs. To THE Author,
even your lies won'tbring us down. lliT
will always excel I
DEL TA SIGMA Pl
Recruit Recruit! Only three more days to
replace yourself. Don't forget Meet the
Chapter Thursday night 7:30pm at University Dining Room. See you there!
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Hey nm! The Tailgate Party on Saturday was great! Thanks for everyone's
help with recruitment. Keep up the great
work! See ya at the meeting Monday at
5pm!
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congrats to all the new associates who
made the RIGHT choice. Thanks Mt.
for a great Football Season Kickoff. Hey
ZTA, get -ready for a Homecoming you
will never forget Team I & II Footballeveryday-4pm . Let's make it 4 in a row,
Baby Team I Volleyball-See Wart. Great
Job Lee & Steve during Rush . Sunset
Party- Sat. 3-8pm @ Lake Claire.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Anyone remember Sat. Welcome new
inductees to Brotherhood at it's best. It's
going to be another SIG EP year! Get a
start on those books. Time Management! It's a red. , . r.<I>E

ALP.HA KAPPA PSI
Rush is going great! Had a great time at
the football game Sat Go Knights! Business Majors, don't forget our·lnfo meeting Wed. Nitein the UDRat7pmSeeyou
there! BLUE ·
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Welcome back everyone! We love our
pledges! Get psyched for retreat this
weekend! Thanks :EAE for a great party
Sat night! Congrats to all frats on rush!
Attitude check - Zeta#1 I

121 in the BA Bldg. All accounting majors are encouraged to attend. All are
welcome .
SWAT
Enjoy fun , adventure, meeting other
people? Then you 're qualified to join
SWAT. Just attend our next meeting at
4:30 pm on Wed Sept. 4 at the Wellness
Center or call 823-5841.
A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM
STU DENT CENTER RM 214 /
ALAN ON
Does someone close to you drink too
much? Alanon now meets on Tuesdays
at noon in the Campus Wellness Center
(x3-5841)
M.l.S. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM ASSOCIATION Organizational meeting Sept. 4SC-211 at3pmAll
Business Majors welcome Across from
Wild Pizza 282-5887 or Ext 5674 for
more info
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY
Our 1st meeting will b.e Wed. Sept 4 at
5pm in the theatre. A slide show and
upcoming events will be discussed. All
are welcome, so come out and support
-your environment. For more info call
Shannon 281-8097

ROOMMATES
ROOM MA TE WANTED- N/S responsible, neat, W/D, some furn , more. Suburbs home near UCF. $250 + 1/3, Mark
678-3600
2 Females needed to share master br. of
2BR/BA Woodlands Apt. N/S, quiet, responsible $163 ea.Imo Call 823-9904
1.5 miles from UCF. Washer - Dryer
Phone Microwave. Share Bd. Ba. $125 I
mo. + util. Please call 380-0453
Needed ASAP M/F non-smok~r to share
duplex 5 mi. from UCF 671 -1468
Female student needed to share 2BR/
2BAWoodlandsApt. N/S& responsible .
Partly furnished, private room & bath
$245 mo. Call 823-9904 ASAP
Female to share House Fashion Square
Mall Area W/D AC Ceiling Fans $270 +
share Utils 896-3790 Leave Message

2/2 apt near UCF Wash I Dry, fans ,
dishwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532

86 Honda 500 ln.terceptor V4 Mint Condition $2,2{)0 Must Sell 366-6563 OBO

PRICES REDUCED. APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FROM$455T0$485. Most
have washers and dryers. All have two
bedrooms, 3 with carports. Call for information . ATTAINABLE PROPERTIES
INC REALTORS. 273-8937, AFTERNOONS AT 12066 TIFT CIRCLE-1 :304:30.

Air Conditioner. 5000 BTU Window Unit,
$55. Call Adam at 678-1738

Room for Rent - All uti l paid for $300 I
mo. Quiet area. Call 282- i 488 for more
info.
2Bdr. I 2Bath Duplex near UCF, backyard [s river, park across river, fishing ,
sunbathing, $550 I mo. Call 28 1-6545
1Bdrm I 1Bath Apt, walk to UCF, bus
goes by front d09r. quie~ complex, flexible lease term, $325 I mo. Call 281·6545
Apartment for Rent- Excellent location,
University Blvd. +Alafaya Tr, walk to
school, 2bt2ba $440/mo for Info, call
Jerry 321-7343. or 1-800-777-4366.
4 Bdrm, 2 Bath House, close to UCF,
large fenced yard, ceiling fans in all
rooms $675 mo. 843-9513
Private room, bath. Alafaya Wds Apts .
3.5 mi. from UCF. $225/mo. 1/3 util +
$100 deposit. Non-smoker, neat, preferably graduate student. Call 365-8386

°"WHY PAY RENT...
You can own for less than you rent! Let
roommates pay your mortgage while
you build equity .
$91,000 3B DRM 3 1/2BA
TOWNHOUSE
* $42,900 2BDRM 1BA CONDO IN W. P.
*$64,5003BDRM 11/2BA LAKEFRONT
HOME
* $63,800 3BDRM 2BA IN COLONIAL
TOWN
* $99,000 3 BDRM 2BA KEY WEST
CHARMER ON A LAKE DOWNTOWN
Many others available CALL FELIX OR
NANCY TOD~Y FOR FINANCING
INFO. Coldwell Banker 236-9479 (24
hrs.)

C~mputer Printer: IBM Quietwriter with
Tractor Feed (Good Condition) with
Paper, ribbons, printheads . Call 8232839 or 365-6974. Ask for Fred. $225 .
Kitchen table for sale. Good condition.
Can be made larger w/ two leaves $25.
Call 380-7150

Various 2 Bedroom Apartments for Rent.
Walking distance. $400-$450 move in
specials. Call 872-0373

AUTOS

For Lease '2 Bedroom Townhouse with
Balcony & washer., dryer hookup, very
close to UCF only 5 min away, Call John
Harris at 658-1215

83 Dodge Charger Shelby 5 spd, rebu.ilt
engine, ;excellent in & out ~ust sell
$1995 080 Call 298-04 13

HOUSE FOR SALE : 3 bdrm 2 bath. In
Alafaya Woods subdivision in Oviedo
Fireplace, vaulted ceilings , ceiling fans ,
water softener, electric garage door
opener. 5 yrs old. $4600 down, asking
$92,000. 30 yr assumable mortgage.
This one will sell fast! 292-6351 Broker.
Rowing M<;lchine and Ski Machine which
folds for storage. $50 each - FIRM. Call
Judy at ext. 35544 or 339-2043

CLUB INFO
Bedroom I bath 5 miles from UCF $_250/
mo cozy country home I female only
non-smoker call 365-77621660-0343
x306

TYPING SERVICES- call Nancy at6794006.
WP. EDITING: APA , MLA, etc. 366-0538

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student doc1Jments and re sumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional* Accurate
PROFESSIONAL PC SERVICES "3807429
GET IT DONE!
Wordprocessing; Proofreaping ; ~diting
Macintosh-Letter . Perfect - Very Reasonable Rates 366-8236

LOST& FOUND

I

HP48SX Lost . If found, Call 862-7905
Reward Offered.

TUTORS ·
LSA T GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open. Enrollment Hig.h Scores Taught
by testin~ specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or 341-0003

Dresser-$20 Call 679-4584

Math Tutqr Thru CALCll. 859-2972 ·

•

Sales representative to market resume
services on UCF campus. Call Resume
House at ·904-371-6769.

APPLY NOW! $8.75 Jo start FOR REAL
15 retail positions must be filled by Sept.
20th. Workaround class schedule. Scholarships and Internships .available. No
exp. necessary. Full Training.
CALL FOR INFO. 236-0170

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED- N/S,
quiet, responsible, neat. Toshare2 Bed- ·
room 1 1/2 Bath townhouse w/ dish- Great Condition 5 PC Oak Pierwall Bedwasher, dryer, micro pool/tennis fur- room Suite $850. Glass & Br-ass Dining . RPS NEEDS P/T PACKAGE HAN ~
DLERS FRO~ 2-6AM $7 PER HR CALL
nished$275. 1/2 utilities.CALL327-6059. Room Table w/ 4 light beige Chairs $650.
297
Leave Msg 841-2638
-3715
M/F Nonsmoker Alt. Springs 2BD/2BA
Apt. $250 + 1/2 Util 380-5967 or 2950992

Twin bed & Frame- Complete $40 Call
658-1825 Leave Message

We guarantee you money for college!
Private sector scholarship & grants
matching service. 200,000 sources data
base insures success call today educational aid inc.-904-376-7366 or Box
90371 Gainesville, Fl 32607

HP285 w/ Warranty $100 HP12C $25
OBO 1 783 2878 Leave Message

Free College Money! Details anytime.
Call 1-900-535-8900 ext 129. $4/call.

f

.OTHER I
RAISE $500 .. $1000..$1500 .
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity : sorority team or other
campus organization. Absolutely no investml?nt required! Act now for the
chance to win a Caribbean ·Cruise and
fabulou_s prizes!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.SO.
MONEY F.OR CPLLEGE . Every student
is eligi~le for financial ai·d regardless of
grades or paren~ income. $10 billion
available - Get your share. Free information -· Scholarship Searchers, 4310 S.
Semoran Blvd. #521,"0rlando, Fl 32822

•

PERSONALS

SERVICES

Rollerblades: Macroblade608, Sizes 10
1/2 & 12. Eight months old. Great
Buy@$200 ea. Call 249-1965

10

TYPISTS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

New Computer Work Center $70 3823356

FOR RENT

Student Accounting Society will have its
first meeting on Sept.3rd at 3pm in Room

September 3, 1991

Ladies Tired of-Dating .Boys? .. Tall,
handsome, white , professional male
BA/MBA, has a life, great career, great
future, ready to start family, seeks very
special lapy, twenties, upperclass/grad
std, must be tall , trim, intelligent,
sense/humor, fun adventurous, want to
"settle-down". Send phone & photo
(returned)° Write to P.O. Box 5552,
Winter Park, FL 34793

DRUNK!-!
•
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SPARCStation IPC
from Sun Microsystems

Sun's SPARCstation.TM IPC
gives users the power, high-resolution
displays, expandability, and networking
capabilities of high-performance.
workstations ·-a_tprices lower ~ban high-end PCs. Features Include:

•

High Performance - ·
25-MHz SPARC integer fl~ating-point .unit
11.8 SPECmarks (17.4 MIPS and 2.2 MFLOPS)
8MB onboard memory expandable to 48 MB ·
SCSI-2 Port Built-in.
· Audio I/O port
207MB Internal Hard Disk
Built-in Networking Built in Ethernet port ,
Sun's ONC™ open systems distributed computerg environment'
Easy-to use OPEN LOOK graphical user interface
. ·OpenWindows DeskSet enviromant
· SunOS 4.1.1 Preinstalled on the disk
(.

.

Now, For a limited time ONLY $3,283*
*With a Qualified trade worth $1000. See your·dealer for details.

11
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Fulfil! all your c~mmunications
reqwrements with one course.
;f/J'd STUDENT

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there'.s one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student

SAVER PLUS

Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college ~ruderns time and money. 0 Our Reach Out®

America Calling Planst

~~~~-·

-""""~

could save you

mone~ no matter where and when you call. Call Ma1uigert t{~~t~-;

will

save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for .free. And the AT&T Calling Card* makes it easy to call from

almost

•1'

•

•
anywhere to anywhere. D And with AT&T, you'll always getthe most relia!Jle long distance service. D Plus, if you registerfor

•

any ofour services- or if you're already an AT&T customer -you'll

•

WlJI

..
get a free hours w9rth of AT&T long di,stance calling.** As well.as discounts _

•

•
on all kinds of things, all year round. 0

So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll fi nd that for rhi<> rommunications c9urse, we did our homework.

•

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
TTh1s service 1s available for off-campus students only
·in add1t1on, campus residents may place direct-dialed calls using university and AT&T ACUS 5 M Service.
.. Good for one hour of d1rect·d1aled, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective
2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Cerfl/icate per student. Offer 'valid through June 30, 1992.

•

•
•

1

Ad No. N5762A REV

•
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From rap to reggae-explore life in the underground

'11 :~::e:::o:::::::l

· ····· ·· ····
coverage to the local and ipdependent
labels. The music reviewed in this section will be
reflective of the underground .music scene. We will
bring you quality music you probably will never see on
MTV or hear on any main stream radio stations. The ·
music featured will include: industrial, heayy metal,
rap, alternative and reggae.
After all, some ·of our local talent is really slammin'
and deserves to be seen and heard.
• Give a Bottle
Artist: Clay D

• Marni El Negro
Artist: DJ Laz
Producer:

Laz~ro

Mendez

Label: PanDisc
That Booming bass ;with a Latin swing is
the concept of Marni el Negro. DJ Liz,
better known to some as Lazaro Mendez,
the master of mix for Miami's Power 96
teamed up with Danny D and DJ Wiz to
make Mami El Negro . ·
The Miami Bass and the Latin Chorus
make this an unique song. It is guarantee
to pack the dance floor at the clubs.

Producer: Clay Dixon

Label: PanDisc

• 976-... (sex over the phone)

Artist: Shaliq
Clay D is known for his high speed booming jams,
and this single is no exception. Clay D has a new
rapping partner, Mike C. Mike C rolls off the toungue
with high speed lyrics over the Beatmaster's new
tracks. The forecast for this song is club success.
The 12" contains 3 v~rsions of the song. There's an
X-rated version for all B-boys and girls who like it
nasty, along with an instrumental and edited version
for you good girls and boys who like to play it safe. "Give
Me A Bottle" is the ultimate way to test the car you
think has the booming system.
•You Want Bass
Artist: Vic'ous Base
Producer.Thomas R. Reich

Label: Cheetah

•

Vicous Base and DJ Majic Mike are local household
names, which is proven everynight on the High Five
Countdown on 102 .Jamz. The rapping duo and the
popular quick-handed DJ are back on top again with
their rlew single ''You Want Bass."
,
The single is filled with new sounds and samples.
It's a new angle to ·a n old. age recipe that is always
guaranteed to get a party hype.
Also on the flip side is the soon to be hit ''What's Our
Mission Tonight''. that has a early '80s kazoo sound
mixed in with the Boom. This single is more in the
terms of a Chant song to get the B-boys pumping.

The fluid rapper. ShaliQ wi,.".".,.~ ~~n!'rlsl.

Producer: Jock D

Label: Rascal
Shaliq is a new artist on the scene with
a vibrant new single on the market. "976.. " gives a B-boy view of wnat would
happen when he calls a 976 line.
The strong point of this song is the jazz overtones mix in with slamming booming
beats. The flutist, Ed Maina, really brings
Vicious Base, with D.J. Magic Mike and M.C.
out the_jazz appeal in this single.
"976 .. " is perfect for the people always Madness, rap 'with a hauntin'styl~ (Cheeta~ Records).
complaining that rap isn't real music. It is
the perl'ect comprise for those who like their music to flow tend to lack a creative difference to their sound, not all
and for the rap fans, who enjoy a smooth flowing rap.
do. The theme centers around the realm of war, its
confusion, its depravations and its madness.
The single "Fire," from the album "Slash and Bum,"
•Fire
continues in this saga. "Fear, anger intensified screams.
Artist: Schnitt Acht
Burning hot with hatred; war zone enclosing in. Fire!"
Producer: Morgan Lekcirt
The
release contains thre~ remixes (H.C. mix, Charred
Label: Cheetah
Remains dub and Desert mix) along with an extended
Schnitt Acht is externally a typical industrial band: "burning beats" :version of'Grouch," a single from "SubCogwheels and a Gothic type-style are incorporated Human Minds:"
Although "Fire" is not as strong as their other
onto their sleeving with a gut-reaching force. No delithis song still holds the spark that Schnitt
material,
cate approach here. Bu,t that is what industrial music
is about - the realiz.a tion of a world filled with pain Acht started in Orlando when they seemed to open for
and·destruction ("Ifyou're lucky reality's a firing squad"). every headlining, semi-industrial band last summer.
Untypically, Schnitt Acht released the concept album "Sub-Human Minds." Although some of the songs
by Sabrina Covington
and Bridget Clark

~rlmitt Acht pour out more

industrial waste in their new single 'Fire.' (Cheetah Records).

I
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Raful Neal follows up·son's performance at the Junkyard
where Neal said, "I'm representing Louisiana
at Fort Polk for the Troops."
Neal, who is based out of Baton Rouge, decided to go on the road after he decided, "I was
stuck in my lousy-assed job."
Playing a good mix of rock, jazz and traditional blues, Neal was helping get the ,word out
on his latest album, an lchiban release, I've

by Bill Cushing
Usually it is the son who follows in the
father's footsteps. But over the Labor Day weekend, the Junkyard saw a case of the father
following the son.
When Raful Neal gave two performances at
the Butler Plaza blues club, it was his first visit
to the Junkyard stage; his son Kenny had
performed there at the start of the summer.
,, The older Neal's show was a sort of prelude
for his performance on Sunday afternoon at the
first Sarasota Blue Fest, where he -was joined
by Kenny.
For his Junkyard show, the 'other Neal sons
- bassist Noel, Frederick on keyboards and
guitarist Ray, Jr. - backed up Raful along with
drummer Roy Stewart.
The Orlando stop, his first in the area, was a
midpoint in a tour that included gigs in Atlanta
and Memphis and will end on Sept. 28 in Texas,

•

Been Mistreated.
.Some of the blues standards included "What
I Say," "Little red Rooster," "I'm A Man" and
"Bring It On Horne (to Me)."
At one point, Neal gave his harp a rest while
the rest of the band played a great cover of
George Benson's "Breez-in'."
Junkyard owner John Lewis was pleased
with the crowd gathered during Neal's Friday
night show. It was hardly a passive bunch and
boded well for the club's immediate future.

Tic ... .
Tic...
Tic ..

Don't watch time go by without addressing the important
things·. in your life.
Raful Nealja7.zed tunes at the Junkyard (Charles MorrowffFCC).

ead
I

.Tuesday, Sept. 3

841-0083. -

Mark Nizer Wild Pizza.

Saturday, Sept. 7

9 p.m. in The

, -

•

"Jungle Book" -1 and 3 p.m.
in The Wild Pizza.

\Vednesday,Sept.4

..,

Sunday, Sept. 8

Mark Sabatino & the PhilharSC
monic Converg~nce Green 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
"The Breakfast Club" - 6:30
_and 9 p.m. in The Wild Pizza.

Thursday, Sept. 5
"Say Anything" - 6:30 and 9
p.m. in The Wild Pizza.

''The Boy Friend" - 2 ·p.m.,
Emma Parrish Theatre,
Titusville.
Titusville
Playhouse's production of .
Sandy Wilson musical spoof
about the era of the flappers,
the 1920s. Tickets are $11. For
reservations call (407) 2681125. -

"Dark Ride" - 9 p.m. at Big "Lend Me a Tenor" - 2 and
Bang. The Per4mAnts produc- 7:30p.m. at Hippodrome State
tion of Len Jenkins' drama Theatre, Gainsville. Hippoabout a translator who <liscov- drome State Theatre production of Ken Ludwig's farce
ers the key to the universe.
about an opera company with
two
tenor stars instead of one.
Friday, Sept. 6
Tickets are $12-$20. For res''The Artificial Jungle" -.-11 :30 ervations call (904) 375-4477.
p.m. Theatre Downtown. Also
runs Sept. 7, 13and14. Tickets ''The Graduate" - 6:30 and 9
are $5. For reservations call p.m. in The Wild Pizza.

•

•
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BUY ONE·
I
BUY ONE 6 11 SUB :

1

G'E1'vbONEanyfOR';fc :I . ·GETONfF~RiEI

III ~~:~.(:."~.4~Mlwi~
Otle tOUf'C?" per customer pe1

visit.DoUbl1meatO't'Odobl1ot

of equol or lesser volue

'711J;illlj)"#·

0. ~ cou~ per cu11omer pe1

I
I

EXPIRES
9/14/91 ·

vu11.0oUbl1mtolO"tD~obl1ot
1

~~~.C:~.4_ Ml wi~

of equal or lesser value

~ii);llll;ri EXPIRES

.

9/14/91

1
I
I
I
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$195 00
•

.

REG. 257.00
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(fram• & futon>

$99.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
Queen Size $258.00 I
_l.J:'.::•.:.f:".?..- - - _ .J

I Full Size
I

1ooo10 cotton
-

$241.00

-

High Quality Sota Beds at
an Affordable Price

nn
- ~~·(~

+

American Red Cross

TAKE+ HOWELLfl •·Q·tr·•·....

Vfim 1nfle
~

1271 S. Semoran Blvd.
S.R. 436 Next to UA Theater

679-7772

fulOOO

J~

Open 7 Days

~=till

•

•

•

-

•

•

Fmancing

·Excluding sa1e Hems
--coupons Expire 9/30/91

•
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, Poor directing, excess mascara tame 'The Artificial Jungle'
•
•

,.

•
,.,

8

,

'j)
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,.

by Christine Lott

scenery, move props and do a few steps.
The two supporting characters, the
Unfortunately, the opening of "The husband tTommy Gerard), and his
Artificial Jungle" at theTheatre Down- mother (Michael Wanzle), managed
town Friday night was dragged down some fine ensemble work together. Too
by sloppy directing and too much mas- bad their talent was interrupted by the
cara on the leading man.
inexperienced leading actors.
This dark comedy
This· production of "The Artificial
by Charles ~udlam
""='
Jungle" did stick to the avant garde
takes place in _a famtradition of Charles Ludlam's ''Theily owned pet store
:.- . <(
atre of the Ridiculous", but it's time
in New York City,
~
d
§ Theatroe Downtown realized too much
which becomes a
drag... 1s a drag.·
little steamy when
Although the intention of the Late
Roxanne
(Geoff
Night Series is to present the unconPalmer), the owner's wife, decides to ventional and experimental, this idea
kill off her husband to have an is too often equated with men in heav.y
unhindered affair with the young new make up and overstuffed evening gowns
renegade employee,
being the only repreZach
(David
sentation of women.
Halstead). AfterfeedFrankly, putting not
ing the innocent husone female actress in a
band to the store's
play about murder for
prized piranhas, the
the sake of romance
lovers become shaken
was one-sided, unjustiwith guilt and, in the
fiable and offensive. In
end , are undone by
return, the play ended
their passion.
up very two dimenThis comedy of
sional and flat, all depth
situation and parody
of character beyond
was impaired by the
physical gag was
lack of comic timing
unapparent. The caand concentration of
tharsis was pawned for
the lead character. Roxanne didn't the sake of.scoffing at the mainstream,
do much besides pace in his heals
Credit must be given to sc·enic
B"<lt the 10ss of designer I'.'Iitch C:::.lhc~n ~nd ccsRoxanne's personality was much the tume designer J. Paul _M anenti, for
director's blame, who re-routed the prov~ding a vivid and colorful amstory'line _into a dead end by using biance for the story.
only male actors.
Perhaps later this season The Late
The blocking and stage action Night Series will take a pause from the
seemed sloppy. There was also the fantastic an~ present a play that exunnecessary, but oddly creative, addi- plores a real life relationship. Until .
tion onhe flashy men again in drag, then, stick to the mainstage shows if
dancers who came on stage to change you prefer plot to pure camp.

P R E S ENT S
A PLAY B-Y

CHARLES
"LUDLAM
THE

1

The all-male cast of 'The Artificial Jungle' play with romance .

.I

JJ Whispers ·college Nites Specials
s.. = ::.s
'!!

-

«'

--

RESURREC<fl ON

HE~VEN

MON - STARTING SEPT 2

WED---NITE

BEST IN RETRO PROGRESSIVE

BEST IN ALTERNATIVE &PROGRESSIVE

21 & OVER

18 & UP

-

·',
18 8e UP ' RESURRECi'ION
DANCE PARTY ,,, SUNB~Y EBifION
•,
,,
SUN---NITE
THURS---NITE
,, BEST IN ALTERNATIVE &PROGRESSIVE
WITH XL 706. 7
18-20 • $5 COVER
18 & UP
,',,
$3 cover w /free

$3 cover vy I

$5 cover
w/free
draft til' 12

no cover for ladies
'Jver 21 w /free
dratt til' 12

draft til' 12
doors open at
9:00 p.m.

REDUCED DRINK PRICES ALL NITE!

ALL DRINKS REDUCED!

GUYS, ALL DRINKS REDUCED FOR YOU!

REDUCED DRINK PRICES ALL NITE!

$1 & $2 DRAFTS • $1.50 IMPORTS

$1.50 KAMZ OR DRAFTS

BEST DANCE MUSIC IN TOWN

DOORS OPEN AT 9 AT THE BACK DOOR

S1.50 SEX ON THE BEACH & SHOT COFFIN

PARN STARTS AT 8

free draft till 11
w I college ID, HIA card,

or

t;

area~

attraction ID

TUES---NITE
LADIES MALE REVUE
$8 COVER • $11 GUYS • ALL DRINKSFREE

.

IRESURRECTION

IHE~VEN

I
I
I

2 FOR 1COUPON • WED NlTE ONLY

h

I
I
DANCE PARTY . II .
2 FOR 1 COUPON• THURS NITE ONLY - I
I
I

18 8e UP

$1.50.KAMZ • $1 DRAFTS

S1.50 SEX ON THE BEACH & SHOT COFFIN

FRl-.--NITE
WITH XL 706. 7
21 & OVER

-

I
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'Ju Dou' looks.at family Strife and ~omap.ce in 1920s China
by Robin Kelley .
"Ju Dou", a film from China
detailingthe turbulent relationships within a family in the '20s,
began its week long run at
Maitland's Enzian Theatre Friday. ·
A visually exquisite work, "Ju
Dou" was nominated as Best
·Foreign Language Film at the
1991 Academy Awards and is
the fourth nominee premiered
at
the
Enzian.
(Previously
shown were
"Cyrano de
Bergerac,"
''The Nasty
Girl" and
"Open Doors").
"Ju Dou" tells the story of a
cloth dyer in rural China desperately trying to produce an
heir. He works only with his
adopted nephew, Tienqing, and
his recently purchased wife, Ju
Dou. Ju Dou is the uncle's third
wife. The two before her supposedly. died due to torture when
they were un~ble to give birth to
a son.
Both recipients of the uncle's
cruelty, Tienqing and Ju Dou, 'Ju Dou' sensualizes the drama of the life of a mistreated
.become allies and fa11 in Jove.
Their secret relationship leads
to a pregnancy and Ju Dou gives
birth to a son.. The uncle believes the child to be his heir and
stops his cruel behavior temporarily.
One day while traveling, the
uncle is attacked by bandits and
is left paralyzed. Anew freedom
is opened toJuDou and Tienqing
and .in their happiness they become careless about their relationship. Theunclediscoversthe
truth and makes several attempts to destroy the family the
couple has built.
The tables are turned as the
uncle is constantly tortured by
the knowledge that his son is
not truly his own. His tension
grows as Ju Dou and Tienqings
love intensifies. The happiness 'Ju Dou' was nomiriated for an Oscar. (Miramaxpictures).
breaks; however, when their son
calls the uncle "Daddy." Once values have. Fear of discovery and honestly.
again the power is in the uncle's and disgrace rule the lives of
"Ju Dou" is a beautiful film,
hands andJuDou and Tienqing Tienqing· and Ju Dou. Their filled with many colorful, sweep·
are in his control.
fear keeps them prisoners ofthe ing shots that capture the ChiAfter the death of the uncle, uncle's cruelty and their own nese country. Long sheets of
Ju Dou and Tienqings lives are sh_ame. Their fear prevents dyed cloth drying in the sundisrupted by the town's decision them from telling their son his light are repeatedly captured by
to keep Ju Dou a widow and true identity, essentially seal- the camera and often a golden
have Tienqing move to another ing their fate.
haze is used as back lighting,
home. Their relationship conThe audience is a silent ob- giving the scene an ethereal
tinues despite the problems in server in "Ju Dou," forced ·to quality:
TYl<:>;nh>in;n<Y ...,,..._.....,.._,"""J
cof'rOf'~r o;inrl tho
""""".,..,....
........ -..... ...... v"""'A.1&.A.4A.A-b

\Jla&v

"'"'tr>h hu" no"nlo'c n<:>~n
~"" onrl
.. ,JVJ
. . ~Vv . .

V .. V

,l:'VVt'OV

U

f:'~A

~·~

obvious anger of their son, self destruction. The film is
Tienbai, who still believes the compel1ing, but it a11ows viewuncle to be his father. The film ers to distance themse1ves
comes to a climactic ending as enough so they are willing to
Ju Dou and Tienqing are vio- · accept what they see. The audilently confronted by their son.
ence is not made to feel uncom"Ju Dou" is an intimate ex- fortable or skeptical in any way.
amination of a society's values As a result, "Ju Dou" is able toand the controllinrr nower such communicate its themes cl earl v

Chinese peasant girl in the 1920s. (Miri'max Pictures).

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

~

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD(fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & tJNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULT~ON AND REPRE.
SENTATION FREE OFCHAR'GE.
.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 82~-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY· FRIDAY 8AM-5PM

lg
m

~.o.&V.L

•

ISAT • GMAT • GRE

V

- If you want to listen to a tape - go to Record Tracks

mas, "Ju Dou" does at times
seem rather slow and dragging.
Veryrarelydoesthisoccur, hovv:ever, and overa11 the film is
thoughtful and entertaining. It
is a reflective trip through the
lives ofreal people that promises
an intense and emotional journey
to those who are interested.

- If you want to raise your t~st scores - call
The Princeton Review
831-2400

small classes - personal attention
COURSES START SEPT 4
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Selling Ads for The Central Florida F:uture

We're seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
business office at Room 108 in the Arts Complex anq fill out an
application, or call ext. 2601 to find out more.
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NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
·DISSOLUTION

STUDENT:
MEMBERSHIPS:
:

Member for a Night

_

:

• Redeem this ad at the box office to receive Enzian Film Critics Society •
. •admission ($4 instead of the regular $6). Then become a member yourself•
• and receive excellent benefits ALL THE TIME! Offer expires 9130191.
•

••
:

•
:

•

•
:
•

•

CITIZEN KANE · Now showing, ends August 29
50th Anniversary of Orson Welles I 941 classic
OPEN DOORS· Now showing, ends August 29
Academy Award Nominee for Best Foreign Language Film
A compelling counroom drama ·Italian w/English subtitles
IU DOU ·Starts August 30, one week only
Academy Award Nominee -for Best Foreign Language Film
A sensual revolutionary tale · Chinese w/English subtitles

: 1300 S. Orlando Ave., In Maitland · 644-4662

•

•

•
•
:
:
•
•
:
•

•

:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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. Has· the· Clone·Gremlin
Got you down?
Don·' t despair, We have
a ~ PS/2 just for YOU!

•
..,

--· -- -,

·

'

.

__

t

_,_

__

m

®

.

·Model 30-286 On· Sale!!!!
Features:
10 Mhz 80286 Processor
VGA Graphics
2MB Ram ··
l.44MB (3.5") Floppy Drive
45MB Hard Dri_ve
IBM Mouse
12" Color VGA Display (8513)
DOS 4.0 and Windows 3.0

r

Sale Price:

$1,931.00.
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. Where can you go to get an
-

Creative

.

:

· IBM Clone at Ro.ck Bott<)m
·. Prices?
L-ook Below ·to·see!!

Computer
Corporation

-

. Crmiiue 2 8 6-2-0 MH-z
System. Features:
1 MB RAM
· 43 M_
B Seagate IDE Hard Drive
1.44 MB (3.5") Floppy Drive .
. 1.2 MB (5.25") Floppy D.rive
Fujitsu 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
5 Drive Desktop Case
200 Watt Power UL Supply·
1 Parallel, 2 Serial and 1 Game Port
Clo.ck/Calendar
CTX Enhanced VGA - Tri-Sync. Monitor
· 14" (1024X768) Resolution
.28mm Dot Pitch
Microlabs VGA Solution Card
16 Bit, 512k Video Ram
Digital Research DOS 5.0

ii
I

_SpedalBack1o SchoolPrire!

$1416.00
C;eaiioe 3 8 6 s x - 2 0 MHz . '·
s.anie Configuration as above, but with 2 M.egs of Ram.

$1709.00
Panasonic KX-P11 ~4i
24-Pin Dot Matrix Printer .
11 .Fonts- 3 draft, 7 ·letter quality and 1 SLQ
Up to 300 cps in draft mode ·and 100 cps in letter quality n:iode.

•

$324.00
The C~ Software Bundle:

*

UCF
.Retail Price:
$149-. (JO r-

MicroSoft Windows 3.0
Spinnaker PFS Windows Works
Symantec Norton Utilities 6.0
AMI Diagnostics 3.15
AMI Cache 1.0
AMI Software Emulated
Expanded Memory Sys. 1.0
Z-nix 2-Button Serial Mouse
* The Soft~are Bundle is a~ option available
with the purchase ~fa Computer System.

Price

$199. 00
$179.00 .
$ 89.00

)

$ 49.00

.$734. 00

$ 143.00

·Ttte ·New ,_ __- - .l.]"'CF. Com p·ute r Std-r e.
to

:L-o cated in · the Portable· next
the Biology building . .
Ope.n 8:30-5:00 Monday· thru Thursday, and 8:30-4:00
on Friday or call 823-5643.
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UNIVERSITY Of CENTRAL FLORIDA .

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

-SEP'"I'E~BER ·

Mon

Sun

'l

•

Tue

Mark
~· . Sabati~o &
~I\~ , the ~h1lharW . . mornc
~
Convergence SC
Green 11
AM - 1 PM

~

~

l'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
-

"

•

.
•
•
•

NOVELTY:
Mark-Nizer

SAC 9 PM _

Thu .

Fri

'

Sat

CAB Recruitment

Day!! Now's your
-chance to get
involved with any of
CAB's 11 committees.

'~

4 PM SCA .

. MOVIE:§
CLAST Registra· Jungle Book
The Breakfast Club Say Anything
1 &3 PM
6:30 & 9 PM SAC
6:30 & 9 PM SAC 'ti on Deadline!

.MOVIE:§

MOVIE:§ ·. - .

MCAT
8:00 AM
Rosh Hashanah
(begins at
sundowri)

<-

MOVIE:§
The Graduate
6:30 & 9 PM

"'

:

VOLLEYBALL: .
Michigan at UCF.
7:30 PM

MOVIE;.
Fast Times at
Ridgemont High LABOR DAYf:!
6:30 & 9 PM SAC NO CLASSES

Wect

~-

Mariachi Torrez
SC Green

Join CAB
today. CalJ
Xl611 for
COMEDY:
info
Mike Saccone
~::::~:::=::::~-::::::::: CAB ~::
SAC 9 PM
C111mkn•n1J 111111

MEN'S/WOMEN'S
SOCCER West
VOLLEYBALL:
·Florida at UCF
UCF Invitational Noon/2 PM
(Jacksonville,
FOOTBALL:
Stetson, FIU)
UCF at Valdosta
3& 7 PM
State 7 PM

11 AM-1PM

El

~·

El

MOVIE:
. MOVIE:
Flatliners
Rea/Genius
6:30 & 9 PM SAC 6:30 & 9 PM SAC
~

:nrn\Ww

;=)

~

\j

:,

<~~

[

Del Suggs
SC Green

·

~

Join CAB
today. Call
MOVIE:
O
11611 for
Johnny Danger- .
info
ous/y

-6:30 &-9. PM SAC

· ~
0 0

MOVIE:

"):.~&-"<,:%(~CAB::::
C.Pll &mwn111. .

First Day of
Autumn

•

r:

MOVIE~

~
O

SAC-8 PM

11 AM-1PM

El

MOVIE:
· Married to the.
Mob

6:30 &9 PM

El

0

Hairspray:
6:30 & 9 PM SAC

. LIVE MUSIC:
Catherine
Wheel &
lppilito
Principal

YB~~

VOLLE
Stetson at UCF
7:30 PM

MOVIE:
The Doors
6:30 & 9 PM

MOVIE:
What Ever Happened to Baby
Jane?
6:30 & 9 PM SAC

~

El

FOOTBALL: East
Carolina at UCF
7 PM Citrus Bowl

MOVIE:
Goodfellas
6:30 & 9 PM SAC -

MOVIE:

El ..

~

~

FOOTBALL:
MEN'S
SOCCER
A Shot in the
Bethune-Cookman
Jacksonville at · at UCF _
Dark
6:30 & 9 PM SAC UCF 4:00 PM
7 PM Citrus Bowl

I
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FROM PAGE 24

Beckt~n believes he would
points out that all oflast season's
leadership didn't come from se- be in a shoo-in for the WLAF.
Beckton looked on from the
niors who departed.
scoring on al 0-yardgallopwith as a team, but in the.second half knew we could move the ball on
"You can't say," Dickinson sidelines Saturday night, itch4:54 to go in the game. For the team leadersRonJohnson, Mike them and we did."
said. "A freshman can come in ing to be a part of the game
game, Johnson completed 11 of Dickinson, Willie English and
Quarterback Ron Johnson and lead. You don't have to be rather then a spectator.
18 passes for 149 yards and two the entire defense took control. overcame a shaky first half, in- loud. You don't have to talk a
''They look good," Beckton
The defense held the Trojans cluding two mishandled snaps lot. You just have to lead by said. "They have a lot of work
interceptions.
Although Coach McDowell scoreless in the last two quar- and two interceptions, to show example and by showing the to do, but every year we come
was pleased with his team's ters. Beside Dickinson's third the poise and strength of a true team that you can do the job." out a bit sluggish. It's frusperformance, lie realizes that quarter touchdown punt return, leader. Johnson believes the
One of last year's leaders, trating to see my old team out
the Knight's will need to play English ran for 82 yards on 11 leaders of past seasons are Sean Beckton, is back at UCF there. They impressed me
tighter against future oppo- runs in the second half.
missed but have been replaced as a student after sustaining a though, they re.ally turned it
English stepped into the by a new line who can do the job pulled hamstring in the Chi- on in the second half."
nents.
''We could not have beaten a starting halfback position for with equal success.
Ray Irvin, a cornerback
cago Bear's training camp and
top 10 I-AA team tonight... un- the first time and showed he
from last year's squad, is on
''Those guys were great guys, being waived by the team.
less they played worse than we was prepared for the responsi- but I think the leadership is
Beckton is no~ working on injured reserve with the Clev~
bility offillingthe spot occupied gonn~ be there this season," his degree in physical educa- land Hi:.owns. Shawn Jefferson,
did," McDowell said
''We made mistakes tonight, by UCF's all-time leading Johnson said. "I think thP. new tion while waiting for a call who played receiver last season
but that's to be expected in the rusher,MarkGiacone,lastyear. le~dership starts coming from either the NFL this fall for the Knights, was traded by
"It was great," English said. through at camp."
first game of the season. Eleven
or the World League ofAmeri- the Houston Oilers to the San
guys have to be in sync on every "I waited a long time for this
Diego Chargers two weeks ago.
Mike Dickinson agrees and can Football in the Spring.
play and that just doesn't hap- ·,-----------------------------------:-----::----,--~--.---
pen early."
McDowell remains optimistic as he looks onto the rest of
the season.
"It's still early. We've got to
improve each week and we will
improve. If we can come away
with a win at James Madison
next week~ then I think we'll be
in pretty good shape."

r Driving a -~lemon of
a car? Let us sell it
for you -

~oment, for being the number
one ~y, and I'm not going to let
~t go. After the first half, we

MARTER.
ARDER.

ngineer~ng student?

and start sporting
the car of your
dreams.

· Advertise to~ar in

1/ii futurf Cla~~ifiea~.

U.S. Department of State
' U.S. Information Agency
U.S. Department of Commerce

Career Opportunity
TllE FOREICi\ SERVICE
WRrlTE\ LXA\11\:\TIO:\

Mark Your Calendar For
SATUR9AY, NOVEMBER 9, 1991

Registration Deadlines:
• October 4 for test centers in the
United States
• September 13 'for test centers
overseas

Smart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably .
ru!1 equations over again to
make sure they're right. So .
you're working harder.
You don't have to do it
anymore. Not when you use the TI-68 Advanced
Scientific or 11-81 Graphics
- -Calculator, 'With their last
equation replay feature

and so many other smart
functions. ·
We've spent years with
students like you and educators like y;o{ir prof~ssors to
develop the TI-68 and the
TI-81. That's why they're . so
l:iighly recommenqed.
For-engineering students,
The TI-68 solves up to five
simultaneous equations,
provides complex number
functions ·and offers formula
programming. That's power.
And for math and scie.nce
applications, the ·
11-81 offers the
most comprehensive, yet easyto-use graphing
functions with extensive programming capabilities.
'1fy a TI-68 or
TI-81 at your local
TI retailer today.
And start working
smarter, instead
of harder.

The Written Examination is the initial
step in competing for a career as a
Foreign Service Officer.
Applicants for the examination must be:
- At least 20 years old on the
examination date
- United States citizens
- Available for worldwide
assignment
To obtain further information and an
application, contact your Campus
Placement Office or write:
The Recruitment Division- FSWE
Department of State
, P.O. Box 12226
Arlington, VA 22209
.. An Equal Opportunity Employer ..

,.

'<TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

·; .

.,

~

~

~
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. UCF ~ugby Schedule

·

•

Rugby club takes old sport to
new·heights for UCF this season
..

by Jenny Duncanson

Rugby, England when a frustrated soccer player picked up
the ball and·began to run with
it. The otherplayerschasedhlm,
creating a new sport.
By 1871, the sport was so
popular a general conference
was called to set up official rules.
The Knights' season begins
on Saturday with a controlled
scrimmage against the Orlando
Men's Club. The-regular season

In the three years the club
has been playing, UCF has
b~aten top teams like FSU, UF,
A summer ofl ong, hard workAlabama and Indiana. Last
outs is over and the UCF Rugby
season UCF was ranked numteam is ready for another seaber one in Florida, number one
son of winning.
in the-South East and 14 out of
Rugbyisnowthe second most
400 teams in the nation.
popular sport in the world, and
The Knights also won the
it's popularity is growing in
1990 Citrus Bowl Tournament
Central Florida.
and the St. Patrick's Day Tour"Rugby is somethi ng I've
nament in Savannah, Georgia.
never played beUCF isthefirst
fore," said freshteam
in
"We had a great season last year. We
man
Jeremy
Floridahistory
Jones. "But I'm
to go to the
accomplished some big things ..... we're ·
ready to be part
EastCoastRegonna do it again!"
of a winning tragional playdition. I'm ex- Richard Germann
offs.
cited about the
'"'The team's
- Rugby Club Vice President
c 0 11 e g i at e
opportunity to
play. It's ·exciterecord
is
ment with a
undefeated,
. begins on Sept.14 against rival and last spring UCF out scored
whole ne·w twist!"
In the evolution of sports, UF. Helping to lead ' the team their opponents by 140-9.
Rugby is caught between soccer will be Al Wigglesworth and · The team is always welcomand football. Two teams field 15 Dave Martin, both of whom ing new players and fans. This
men who move down field by played for the Eastern Rugby year all home games will be
carrying, kicking or passing lat- Union All-Star Team.
played on the intramural fields.
''We have a large number of
erally an oval ball.
''We had a great season last
All of this in an attempt to returners with lots of experi- year. We accompli~hed bi_g
score a "try." A try is success- ence, the hlghest quality of new things." said club vice president ·
fully toucb,ing down the ball over recruits," said Frank Daidone, Richard Germann. "Our team
the opponents goaUine to give club president. "Our men are has great -chemistry this year,
the team four points. After a big and fast. I think we're going and we're going to do it again!"
try, a team can go for a field goal to dominate this season."
The club will take the field
Daidone's enthusiasm is Sept. 7 for a scrimmage versus
which is worth three points:
Rugby originated in 1823 in · based on past performance.
an Orlando rugby clu~.
CENTRA L FLORIDA FUTURE
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Sale.

JI RT(ll~:YtQ
University Bookstore
10:00 AM.-3:00 P.M.

September 3-6
$15.00 deposit

21

Parment PtansAva11a01e' • • s o

RecTember Fest '91, Don't be left watching. Sign up.

. STUDENY. REFERENDUM
Constitutional. Amendment Proposed will: ,

TICKET SALES
Kiosk

rs1

ATT~CTIONS:

• Increase the number of Justices on
the Judicial Council from 9 to 14.
• Increase the terms of Justices from
1 yr. to 2 yrs. .

• Create a policy of Judicial Review.
• Make clearer references to the Judicial
Branch power and process.
• Allow for easier amending of the
constitution in the future.

For Further Information:

ATTEND THE CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION
SEPTEMBER 16Til ON THE GREEN

kiosk price at the gate

Busch Gardens
Sea World

szz.oo
Sz3.oo
Universal Studios Sz7.oo
.. Wet·n·Wild
$13.50

m ·CJ

sz7.50
$Z8.55
S3Z.86
$18.95

. ActMtylllldScnkrFoc

savings ·

$5.50
$5.55
$5.86
$5.45

~~C5

MOVIE TICKETS:

·~

General Cinema....-. $3.50
AMC..••.....••..•.....•.••. $3.50
J>litt.•..••••.........•..•... $3~50

JJl?lilll&

-~·~ FALL HOURS:
'E for Ticket Sales

FREE.fOOO • SG SERVICES • MUSIC • PRIZES

Mon·Thurs••.••.•.cj am· 9 pm
It'rielay.••.••.•••..•••.9 am • ft pm
Saturday..........i:o am· z pm
Sunday.......No Ticket Sales

OR CALL JEFF MEADOWS @ 823,-2191

TICKET MASTER AVAILABLE

'..

'

.·

;r--~----------------,
I MARYLAND FRIED CIDCKEN I
:
OF UNION PARK
:
I ,
I
:

ca

I

•SPECIALIZING IN BUFt:=ALO WINGS I
•COMPLETE DINNERS
(DINE-IN OR TAKE OUT) ·
:

10°/o OFF
ANY REGULARLY
PRICED FOOD ITEM.

I

:
I

"

l

~GIANT :
~
~

..

Presents
1991 Food Fest!

1

~~!_4!0~ ~~~I~;;~~~~~~~C!~~J

TREKUsA

.

I

I
WITH STUDENT l.D.
. I
I 9710 E HWY 50 • BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD. I

.j l

.

Welcome Back UCF!

..

~-------~-----~~-------------,

I

-. FREE 6 pack of soda
with any large pizza
:
Take Out • Delivery Only
1* ~ot valid with any other discounts

-I

I
I

$2.orr00

.

.

I

any large pizza I

I
Take Out • Delivery Only ·· :
: * Not valid with any other discounts I

~~~

~~~c~~·

L ... - - - - - ..... - - - - - - --c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...I
I
2 large 1 item pizzas
I
2 spaghetti dinners
I
:
for $11.99
I
for $7 .99
:
I
Take Out• Delivery Only
:
Take Out• Delivery Only
1
I * Not valid with any other dicounts I * Not valid with any other discounts I

. .

-

Full Menu Delivety Service
Pizzas • St1bs • Salads • Dinners

PRECISELYRJGHT'

~e

pR.~lesiVt.
lJClMY

ter .Jo

J

I .IJ BIKE WORK~ 7

...--.-..
(}b
IP fl)
(Fqrmcrly Biko King)

ZL=

9100 E. Coloniru • Orlando

(al ~el~·1ay)

,.,

~-------------~--------------~

12269 University Blvd.
(next to UC6)
282 • 05 • 05

..
•
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game stats

S~ate
UCF

TD

Rushing
Willie English
Ron Thow
C.Anderson
A.Johnson

Mt

Gain

19

122
20
16

Passing
Ron Johnson

AlltComOnt

TD

Yards

18-11-2

0

149

5
6
10

1

0
0
1

5

Receiving
~
David Rhodes 2
Ron Thow
3
Willie English 3
Mike Dickinson
Bret Cooper

Yct.s:.

TD

44
39

0
0

31

0

23
17

0
0

Troy St.
Rushing
E. Coleman
R. Lovejoy
D.McCombs

.rut

.G.ain

. ill

24

122
29
22

0

0
0

Junior receiver Mike Dickinson takes .a punt in the third quarterJ runs .down the right
sideline and then cuts across the field for an 86-yard touchdown run. (c. MorrowtrcFFJ

Passing
R. Young

A1tlCQmg£1nl

TC?

~
55

R~eiving

~

R. Dwight

2
1

Ultimate Frisbee tourney~
country's finest teams to UCF

W. Covington

7
9

·1

11/5/1

- ~
22

IQ
1

0

15

UCF Frisbee Club, Dogs of War, participates ·_ in: games
by Jamie Johnson

Mitchell-Hanunock Veterinary Clinic
Woody Dudley, DVM

SPORTS EDITOR

UCF was overtaken by flying
. saucers this weekend.
The disks were Frisbees and
the occasion was the 10th Annual Sinkhole City Classic, an
ffitimate Frisbee tournament
2 miles north of UCF in the
held on the UCF campus SaturAlafaya Square Shopping
day and Sunday. The weekend
Center
' attracted some of the top teams
in the country to participate in
the 15 team tournament.
•
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
ffitimate is a sport rising in
••
WITH THIS AD
national popularity, especially
•
on college campuses across the
United States. UCF has had a
team since 1985. It is currently
•
. among the top 30 teams in the
nation .
•• PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
·''We've come in the sixth in
the region in our best finish,"
APPT.
OR
WALK
IN•
: W ALMART CENTER
282-1754. club president and tournament
• 10661 E. COL. DR.
director Bob Carroll said. ''Were
in
the top 30. The school has
················~··················
been a godsend for us. They always accommodated us,
whether lining the fields, printPROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY
ing shirts in Rec. Services or
. sending us to the Nati on al TourBROTHERHOOD HAS ITS PRIVILEGES
10% Discount to

all UCF
Students, Faculty, and
Sta& .·
Yearly Vaccinations $39.99

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HEADS EAST
•• HAIRSTYLING
• STYLE CUT
••

$9·95 .

.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

a
w
// ::·

· : :1~"'

nament.~'

The UCFteam, Dogs ofWar,
- is composed of current students
and gradu~tes from UCF.
''The majority of us went to

school here and graduated, but
we maintained club status because we have a lot of guys who
go here." Carroll said.
One of those players enrolled
in classes at UCFisJoe Dickey,
a senior who transferred from
Georgia Tech."I'm a Sig Ep and I got into
the sport in the Fraternity
intramurals at Georgia Tech,"
Dickey said. "It's the largest
intramurals sport up there.
Why? It's fast, it's a game of
bravery, diving for the disk.
There's no sitting around."
.National competition in Ultimate is set up with Sectional
tournaments held within five
regions in the country. The national championships bring in
two teams from each region with
a third team coming from the
bigger regions.
There is also a World Championship, with teams from
Scandinavia and all over Europe participating.
One of the national powei:s
represented at the Sinkhole Ten
were the Refugees of Miami.
"This is just an annual independent tournament and we're
defendingchampions,"30-yearold Dave Dewitt said."Two of
the top ten teams in the nation

are here and three of the top 15. ·
We're the 13th ranked team."
DeWitt; who owns a tool business, says that the focus of the
sport is definitely not money or
glory but love for the sport.
''Nobodygetspaidtoplaythis,
we pay to play," Dewitt said.
. ''The nucleus of our team has
been together since 1985. Based
on how we'll do this year, we'll
probably make the Nationals.
The power house in tne spert.is
New York. They win the .Nationals. They wiri the World's.
They're just a step ~hove."
Ultimate combines soccer,
football and basketball along
with skill in controlling the disk
itself to provide a sport of that is
considered one of the finest cardiovascular exercises.
"As far as. qualities, speed
certainly helps," Dewitt said.
"Ability to handle the disk, we
call it handling, and to throw
thediskarebigaswellasconditioning. You're out their runningaround for long points. Experience, like in any other sport,
is also very impor-tant."
The Ultimate Na ti on al tournament will be held in Sanford
onNov. 7-lOthi.syear.Regionals
will be held from October 19-20
across the nation.

Jefferson scores NFL touchdown

K! 1!1Ta

RUSH - ALPHA KAPPA PSI
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

Jefferson

Former L:JCF wide receiver Shawn Jefferson scored his first
NFL touchdown Sunday for the San Diego Chargers. ~e
caught a five-yard pass from San Diego quarterb?Ck John
Friesz on the last play of the game. The Chargers lost to the
Pittsburgh. Steelers, 26-20.
Jefferson, who caught three passes in the game for 23
yards, went to the Chargers in a preseason trade with the
Houston Oilers. Houston drafted him in the ninth round of the
NFL draft earlier this year.
Last year for the Knights, Jefferson finished second in pass
receptions behind Sean Beckton. He caught 33 passes for 620
yards.

INFO MEETINGS
Aug. 29 • 6PM • CB2 #134
Sept. 4 • 7PM •Univ. Dining Room

•

•

PARTY

Sept. 6 • 7PM • ·Polo's

SPORTS WRITERS
Needed at Tbe

·

;;H;i!~
t. L.u. .::::> ·
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UCF offense arrives m·second half to trounce Trojans
Defense stalls Troy St.,
overcome early mistakes

New leaders emerge to
inspire team to victory

by Dave Meadows

by Jamie Johnson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SPORTS EDITOR

UCF began the 1991 football season
the same way it has begun five of it's past
six seasons under head coach Gene McDowell.
The Knights,o vercame a sluggish first
half to defeat Troy State 21-10 Saturday
night before
Citrus Bowl crowd of
18,586.
The Trojans used an opportunistic
defense and a steady ground attack to
score 10 first-quarter points, but that is
all the UCF defense would allow.
"Our defense played extremely well
tonight," Coach McDowell said. ''That
first-quarter field goal was an offensive
field goal. We gave the ball to them down
close t o our goal line, but our defense
came through for us.
_
"Any time you })old a team like Troy
State to just 10 points, your defense is
doing an excellent job."
The UCF offense, however, took a
little longer to get out of the gate, committing three turnovers ,en route to a
scoreless first half: - ·
One of those turnovers came on the
Knights' third offensive play ofthe game
as quarterback Randy Johnson mishandled the snap from center Mike
Gruttadauria. Tony Knowles recovered
for the Trojans at the UCF 19 yard line.
Four plays later Matt Stone booted a
31 yard field goal to give Troy State a 30 lead with only 2:58 expired in the
game.
On their next possession the Trojans
drove 67 yards in 7 plays. The final 13
yards came on a pass from Russ Young to
Reggie Dwight for the Trojan's only
touchdown of the game.

The UCF football team returned to
the gridiron Saturday night to overcome
two tough opponents; the hard-nosed
Troy State.T rojans and the lingering and
pressure filled shadow oflast year's success.
The Knight's took one half of mistakefilled football to finally rise up and overcome the Trojans. In the process of over1coming their annual first game jitters,
they put to rest the ghosts of Sean
Beckton, Ray Irvin, Shawn Jefferson,
Mark Giacone and other missing faces
who critics said would be sorely missed ,
this year.
For some Knights who have risen up
to take the place of last year's leaders,
the memory of their old teammates remains a comfort.
Junior wide re-ceiver Mike Dickinson
put the Knights ahead for good Saturday
night with a UCF record 86-yard punt
return for a touchdown. He said his inspiration came fmm last season.
"Beck (Sean Beckton) was on the sideline and before the game he came up and
said, 'Hi."' Dickinson said. "I think the
thing that stuck in my mind all through
summer camp and after the big run was
Beckton's punt return for a touchdown
against Texas Southern last year while I
was on the sidelines. It was nice to do one
for him this time."
The Knight's have historically exp~ri
enced slow starts, averaging 20.6 points
in the last five season _o peners. This
year's opener was no different in the first
half as UCF struggled to come together

a

The UCF defense held Troy State scoreless in the second half and
kept the Knight's within ten points despite four turnovers. (CKMrrcFF)
The UCF scoring machine finally got
on track in th_e second half, striking for
two touchdowns within a 2:24 span of
the third quarter.
·
On the Knights' second possession
following halftime, tailback Willie English exploded for a 44 yard gain to the
Troy State 19 yard line. Three plays
later English hit paydirt from three yards
out.
English finished the game with 122
yards rushing on 19 carries.
'Tackling Willie," said Coach McDowell, "is not a job for the faint hearted."
The next time UCF touched the ba11,
Mike Dickinson scored on a record 86yard punt return to give the Knights a

14-10 advantage they would not relinquish.
,
Dickinson's return broke the old
record set by Neil Beasely against
Samford Nov. 15, 1986.
"The punt return was a team effort,"
Coach McDowell said. ''Mike got-several
good blocks o~ that play."
One of those good blocks \\'._as a key hit
by UCF's Jason Sams on Sam Jones at
the UCF 15 yard line which allowed
Dickinson to break fre e.
·
Troy State never seriously threatened the Knights again. Quarterback
Ron Johnson put the icing on the cake,..
GAME continued
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Engtish electrlfies ~ts' Offense
in first game as nmnber one back

.,

I

by Glenn Carrasquillo

Junior tailback Willie English shreaded the Troy
State defense for 122 yards. (Michael oe Hoo!J'TCFF)

·
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,

record of 29 touchdowns'his-senior year. English-also
holds the UCFrecord forTD's in a season, which he set
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
last year when he scored 13 times.
"Willie English picked up where he left off last year
In a post-game interview, coach Gene McDowell was
asked if tailback Willie English would make UCF for us," running backs coach Alan Gooch said. "He is
football fans forget about the running exploits ofMark hard t o tackle. They (Troy State) tried to tackle him up
Giacone, who graduated lasty'ear. McDowe11just smiled high and you can't do that. He has become our Raging
Bull after being the Baby Bull last year." ·
and asked_, '~o?"
English had just helped spark the Knights' come
Most of the key blocks thrown to open holes for the
back from a 10-0 halftime deficit and defeat the Troy "Bull" came from fullback, Ron Thow, who also lead all
State Trojans by a score of21-10 in the season opener receivers in the game with three receptions for 39
Saturday night. It was English's 44-yard run in the yards. Thow also gained 20 yards on five rushes.
third quarter that set up the Knights' first touchdown,
"It's great to look up from the ground after throwa 3-yard scamper by
. ing a block and see
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Willie scooting down
English that made the
score 10-7.
the field," Th ow said.
:'J:ve waited for the chance to start for a long
English went on to
"Then l know I've
total 122 yards on time now. .. Now I'll get the chance to show
done my job."
nineteen carries and what I can do."
Thow inherited the
33 yards on three pass_
dirty work in the
receptions.
-Willie English backfield from an"We m~de a blockUCF tail/back other UCF standout
ing adjustment at halfin Perry Balasis .
time on that play (the
.
Balasjs, now an as44-yard run), when we saw their linebackers shifting to sistant coach, was the fullback who spn.ing Giacone for
' the outside," English said. "After that the holes got most of his yardage the past four years at UCF.
,
bigger and we had more success."
"If Willie and I are compared to Mark and Perry, I
English, a junior, enters his first year as a starter consider that a great compliment," Thow said. 'They
after playing his first two years at UCF in the shadow were a great pafr of backs and if we do as half as good
of Giacone, the record ground gainer for the Knights as they did we'll be all right."
with 2,518 yards from 1987-90. English is ready to get
English has now totaled 1,128 yards on the ground ,
his number called m ore and to make a name for and is on track to overtake the UCF record set
himself.
byGiacone.
"I've waited for the chance to start for a long time
"Wh en I first came to UCF, the coaches told .
now," English said. "I've always been the starter before me I might have a chance to be the all time
I came to UCF. Now I'll get the chance to show what I leadjng rusher at UCF. That's one of my goals,"
can do."
Engli sh said. "Right now I'm just tryin g to help
· English was an all-state selection for two years as a the team make it to the playoffs and make the
prep at Avon Park High School, where he set the school most of my opportunity at UCF."

')

